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First Slot

Room 1



12:00 — 12:45

General English



But where’s the language?



Exams



Think students find Cambridge exams

easy? Put yourself in their shoes and

find out!

Kenny Graham (Empik, Bydgoszcz)



John Conniffe (IH Toruń)



This session will explore the value of focusing on

“functional language” as well as “target language”

in lexis-heavy lessons, and will demonstrate ways of

adapting and exploiting restricted practice activities

to produce greater amounts of functional language and

“useful chunks” in the classroom.



John gained his CELTA qualification in 2006, and since then has taught in Germany,

Ireland, Portugal and Poland. He is currently based at International House Toruń.



Room 2



Room 5



General English



The learner as a creativity resource



Marjorie Rosenberg (IATEFL/University of Graz)



Creativity can take on many forms. Sometimes it is

simply a matter of giving our learners the space they

need to express their ideas and creativity by setting

tasks which enable them to contribute their own

thoughts and experiences. This workshop will look at

various ideas for allowing your learners to steer their creative process

and encourage them to discover for themselves what they can do with

language.

Resource: Creativity in the English Language Classroom, ed: Alan Maley

and Nik Peachy, British Council, 2015



Marjorie Rosenberg is a lecturer in the Language Department at the University of Graz

and works with corporate clients, trains teachers and has presented at conferences

across the world. She has written several books for the Business English sector for

Cambridge University Press and Professional English Online. Her methodology book,

‘Spotlight on Learning Styles’, was published by Delta Publishing in 2013 and she is

a contributor to the British Council publication ‘Creativity in the English Language

Classroom’ (2015). At the moment she is working on a book about creating activities

for different learner types (Wayzgoose Press) which will be coming out soon. Marjorie

is currently the President of IATEFL.



The Secret of Signing Up



While a couple of sessions are repeated, there are

only limited spaces in each session, so please sign up

early to prevent disappointment!



This session is aimed at inexperienced teachers or

those who would like to teach Cambridge exams in the

future. We will be looking at different aspects of the FCE

exam that cause students the most difficulty such as Use of English part

4, Speaking part 2 and Writing part 2. You will be put into the students’

shoes and learn useful tips on how to approach these tasks.



Kenny is from eastern Scotland and started work as a stock broker in London.

After moving into training people to do that awful job, he discovered TEFL while

on secondment in Germany and he hasn’t looked back since. From there it was on

to Spain, Hungary and then Poland, where he’s been living for 7 years. When not

working he loves the occasional pint, listening to many of the original UK punk bands

and hacking his way around the golf course, even in Poland.



Room 6



Various



Show and Tell



Emma Johnston, Shaun Thomas (IH Toruń),



MoreLucy Marshall, Roisin McQuaid (IH Bydgoszcz)



&amp; Barry Nicholson (IH Bielsko-Biała)

MoreA selection of practical activities and new ideas for

your classroom, all presented quickly, so you get a lot of

content for your time!

More



Room 8



General English



Using images in the classroom

More



Sandy Millin (IH Bydgoszcz)



ELTpics is a collection of over 25,000 images for

teachers by teachers, available to use in the classroom

under a Creative Commons licence. This session will

introduce you to some of my favourite images from the

ELTpics collection and suggest ways of using these and

other images in the classroom.

Please note this session is repeated in the Fourth Slot



Sandy has been the DoS at International House Bydgoszcz since August 2015 and is

also a CELTA tutor and Teacher Trainer. She has taught in many different countries

(UK, Indonesia, Thailand, USA, Canada, Czech Republic, Ukraine, Paraguay), but

particularly enjoys being in Central Europe. She tweets @sandymillin and blogs at

sandymillin.wordpress.com.



Second Slot

Room 1



12:55 — 13:40

General English



Five-Minute Activities



Grzegorz Fidala (Oxford University Press)



The aim of this hands-on session is to present various

five-minute activities used as fillers, warmers and cool

down activities involving meaningful communication

which are appealing to all the students’ senses. They

usually do not require any special preparation or extra

materials. Most of them can be used with any age in primary, secondary and

adult teaching. They are based on popular games and can break routines.

All activities are appropriate for revision, recycling and reinforcing.



Grzegorz Fidala graduated from the International Relations and English Department

at Nicolaus Copernicus University. He has taught English in both public and private

schools, including Akademia Nauki, Wyższa Szkoła Bankowa (Toruń), New York

School (Rome). He has been the Oxford University Press Senior ELT Consultant in

Kujawsko-Pomorskie since 2007 and a teacher trainer since 2010. He is particularly

interested in developing speaking skills and the use of games in teaching English.



Room 2



General English



Planning for success



Hugh Dellar (London Language Lab)



When planning lessons, we need to take a wide range of

often competing factors into consideration: our learners

and their backgrounds and interests, expectations and

exam systems, length and frequency of classes and

so on. In this talk, I’ll be suggesting that the two most

crucial aspects of planning involve ensuring a consistent thread across

lessons and preparing to explore and exploit the language that’s there in

materials you are using. We’ll look at practical examples of how this might

be done - and discuss how such planning not only helps bring classes to

life, but also aids improvisation and spontaneity in the classroom.



Hugh Dellar is a teacher and teacher trainer with over twenty years experience in the

field. He is also the co-founder of Lexical Lab and co-author of two five-level general

English series, ‘Innovations’ and ‘Outcomes’, both published by National Geographic

Learning. He also has a new book forthcoming with DELTA Publications called

‘Teaching Lexically’. He is currently starting his own school: London Language Lab.



Room 5



General English



Boring Grammer? Never!



Katarzyna Mochniak (IH Wrocław)



The aim of the session is to show some more unusual

ways of presenting old grammatical classics. We will

also discuss how these activities might be used for

different topics. The focus is going to be on the initial

stage of the lesson: the presentation.

Please note this session is repeated in the Third Slot



Katarzyna Mochniak is the Young Learners Co-ordinator at IH Wrocław. She has

worked in Poland, UK, France and Turkey. She teaches TESOL methodology for

children at one of the private universities in Wrocław and she is an oral examiner for

Cambridge KET, PET and YLE exams. Her professional interests include teaching

children through songs and drama, as well as learners’ microlistening skills.



Room 6



General English



Teaching not testing



Luke Raymond

(IH Bydgoszcz)

More



All too often our reading lessons end up simply testing

our students’ reading skills rather than teaching them.

More

Coursebooks are

generally written to follow the same

approach. Although this can be an appropriate method,

we often neglect teaching students how to improve their

More

reading skills as a result. This session will look at some alternative ways of

approaching reading tasks whilst providing you with some practical tasks

and ideas which

you can take into your own lessons.

More



Luke is a Senior Teacher at IH Bydgoszcz, having moved to Poland in 2012. He has

wide experience of group and age profiles, and has taken on a leadership role with

exam classes and higher levels. He is also a Cambridge FCE &amp; CAE oral examiner.



Room 8



Young Learners



Using Authentic Materials

with Young Learners

Glenn Standish (IH Toruń)



Most YL coursebooks naturally tend to be very graded

and simplified. In this practical session, I will show

you how to use a range of authentic materials such as

comics, picture books, magazine articles, videos and

songs in class. Most importantly, the activities will aim to engage and

motivate your young learners in a fun and stimulating way.



Glenn Standish was born in New Zealand but brought up in Saudi Arabia and the UK.

He has been teaching English in Poland for over 13 years and is currently the DoS

of IH Toruń. He is also a centre director for a UK summer school, an FCE &amp; CAE oral

examiner and an inspector for IHWO. His website is www.talesfromthedos.com.



Third Slot

Room 1



14:10 — 14:55

Young Learners



Using alternative education methods

in the YL classroom

Elżbieta Chudoba (IH Bielsko-Biała)

&amp; Fionnula Harding (IH Prague AKCENT)



As more and more parents choose an alternative

learning environment for their children, what

can we learn from these methods and how can

we incorporate them into our YL lessons? In this session we will look

at the fundamental principles behind the Montessori and WaldorfSteiner education movements, discuss how they teach languages and

demonstrate some practical ideas we can use with our own students.



Elżbieta Chudoba is the Young Learner Coordinator at IH Bielsko-Biała. She has

taught a variety of ages and levels in Poland, England and Spain.

Fionnuala Harding has been working for IH since 2012, first in Poland and now in

Prague. She recently completed the IHCYLT and has found a new calling for teaching

VYLS after a baptism of fire in the IH Prague školky (pre-school) programme.



Room 2



Young Learners General English



The stories we tell



Anette Igel (ILC IH Brno)



In this practical workshop we will look at techniques

we can use when telling stories. We will try out some

activities that are not only usable in the young learner

classroom but also with adult learners. From settingup activities, through to telling stories, and finally to

follow-up activities, there should be something for each participant to try

out in their classroom.



Anette has been working as a Trinity TESOL qualified teacher since 2003 at ILC

IH Brno, where she is currently the ADoS for Teacher Development and one of the

teacher trainers for the IHCYLT. She has a background as a pre-primary teacher,

social worker, drama teacher and story teller. As a teacher trainer she started not

with English but with drama, games and projects for educating children and teens.

She also loves travelling, especially when she can combine work and travel!



Free Prize Draw!



Fill in the prize draw leaflet, hand it in during a break

and attend the draw (after the plenary) for a chance

to win a variety of amazing prizes!



Room 5



General English



Boring Grammer? Never!



Katarzyna Mochniak (IH Wrocław)



The aim of the session is to show some more unusual

ways of presenting old grammatical classics. We will

also discuss how these activities might be used for

different topics. The focus is going to be on the initial

stage of the lesson: the presentation.

Please note this session is repeated in the Second Slot



Katarzyna Mochniak is the Young Learners Co-ordinator at IH Wrocław. She has

worked in Poland, UK, France and Turkey. She teaches TESOL methodology for

children at one of the private universities in Wrocław and she is an oral examiner for

Cambridge KET, PET and YLE exams. Her professional interests include teaching

children through songs and drama, as well as learners’ microlistening skills.

More

General English

Room 6



White/blackboard

and classroom

More

management hacks



Jaco Snyman (Paderewski Schools, Lublin)



In this sessionMore

I plan to share a few old and new ideas that

will help you make better use of your black/whiteboard.

Are you short on

tech in the classroom? Pimp it up with

More

a few simple class hacks. I guarantee that there will be

at least one useful tip you can take back home with you.



Originally from South Africa, Jaco has been an ELT teacher in Lublin, Poland for

more than 10 years where he is currently working as a DoS. He teaches at MSP

Paderewski and is involved in the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme

at Paderewski Grammar School in Lublin.



Room 8



Young Learners



Let’s Steal the Show!

Lana Sushko (ILC, Kyiv)



Starting and running a drama club at a school can be

quite a challenging but at the same time rewarding

experience. In this session we will look at some tips on

running a drama club for younger learners, experience

some drama activities that might be implemented in

your regular classes and watch some videoed performances.



Lana Sushko has been a teacher for over 20 years and a trainer for over 8 years. She

has worked in Ukraine for IH Kyiv, British Council Kyiv and other schools. She has also

worked as YL Assistant to the DoS at International House Kyiv. Her special interests

lie in the TPR approach and using drama techniques. She founded her own teacher

training studio, SOVa, which holds interactive workshops and summer schools for

teachers and administrators all around Ukraine.



Fourth Slot



15:05 — 15:50



Room 1



General English



Dramatic Moments



Anette Igel (ILC IH Brno)



This workshop will give you some ideas how drama

can be used for different areas of teaching (including

adult classes), and be put in your lessons to spice

them up. From 5 minutes to a nearly full lesson plan,

all activities require little preparation and material,

perfect to be used at the last minute as well. All ideas are based on training

in improvisation theatre.



Anette has been working as a Trinity TESOL qualified teacher since 2003 at ILC

IH Brno, where she is currently the ADoS for Teacher Development and one of the

teacher trainers for the IHCYLT. She has a background as a pre-primary teacher,

social worker, drama teacher and story teller. As a teacher trainer she started not

with English but with drama, games and projects for educating children and teens.

She also loves travelling especially when she can combine work and travel!



Room 2



General English



Improving listening outcomes

Hugh Dellar (London Language Lab)



In this workshop, we’ll look at how improving listening

skills might better be framed as ‘developing vocabulary

and the ability to hear language’. I’ll demonstrate a

variety of exercises and activities - many that adapt

familiar teacher techniques and some that make use

of technology. These can be made appropriate to a range of ages and

language levels. The focus will not be just on the ‘listening lesson’, but also

on how we can work on hearing language at other moments of teaching.

Finally, we’ll look at the interaction of listening and speaking and drills.



Hugh Dellar is a teacher and teacher trainer with over twenty years experience in the

field. He is also the co-founder of Lexical Lab and co-author of two five-level general

English series, ‘Innovations’ and ‘Outcomes’, both published by National Geographic

Learning. He also has a new book forthcoming with DELTA Publications called

‘Teaching Lexically’. He is currently starting his own school: London Language Lab.



The first round’s on us!



Join us at around 19:30 in Parter, Panny Marii 13,

in Toruń’s beautiful old town! Free drink token for

all participants who attend the social!



Room 5



Young Learners



Students are just terrible authors and

comic book writers

Richard Lacy (IH Toruń)



Telling a good story in a six-panel comic (or short

story) is a pretty big task. Basically, make it easier by

brainstorming stuff within a preset narrative structure.



Richard Lacy has taught in Ukraine and here in beautiful Toruń,

where he is currently the Senior Teacher. He particularly likes using games and

roleplays that are high on creativity but light on materials. He has a TEFL YouTube

channel with Shaun Thomas called ‘Lern em Gud’.

More

General English

Room 6



More

Don’t stress,

use the schwa!



Sam Goldfinch (IH Bydgoszcz)



In this session,

we will look at how you can help your

More

students to recognise where they should use the

schwa sound and why it makes a difference to their

pronunciation,More

through a series of fun and engaging

activities.



Sam Goldfinch is a Senior Teacher at IH Bydgoszcz. He found his way there after a

few years travelling and is now in his third year. He loves to find new ways of exploring

pronunciation in the classroom and enjoys teaching a range of levels.



Room 8



General English



Using images in the classroom

Sandy Millin (IH Bydgoszcz)



ELTpics is a collection of over 25,000 images for

teachers by teachers, available to use in the classroom

under a Creative Commons licence. This session will

introduce you to some of my favourite images from the

ELTpics collection and suggest ways of using these and

other images in the classroom.

Please note this session is repeated in the First Slot



Sandy has been the DoS at International House Bydgoszcz since August 2015 and is

also a CELTA tutor and Teacher Trainer. She has taught in many different countries

(UK, Indonesia, Thailand, USA, Canada, Czech Republic, Ukraine, Paraguay), but

particularly enjoys being in Central Europe. She tweets @sandymillin and blogs at

sandymillin.wordpress.com.



Plenary sponsored by

Presentations

16:15 — 18:00



Thank you from IH Toruń!



High School No. 1, Zaułek Prosowy 1



Online session: How to write a worksheet

John Hughes (Freelance author and trainer)



In this session we’ll look at how to write a basic

worksheet to use in a lesson. We’ll compare two drafts

of some classroom materials and consider some of

the key principles of materials writing. The session is

practical and gives you some strategies for developing

your own materials writing skills. This will be followed by a short Q&amp;A.



John Hughes is a teacher trainer and author. He has run training courses leading

to the Trinity Cert TESOL and Diploma as well as providing tailor-made training to

schools in areas such as Business English and Materials Writing. His course books

for students include the general English series ‘Life’ and the exam courses ‘Success

with BEC Vantage’ and ‘Spotlight on First’ (published by National Geographic

Learning). More recently he has written resource books for teachers and teacher

trainers. His blog is www.elteachertrainer.com.



Plenary: Getting unstuck



More



Stretching out of our comfort zones



Marjorie Rosenberg (IATEFL/University of Graz)



More



As our daily teaching schedule and all that it involves

takes up so much of our time and energy, we don’t

often have the chance to think about ‘what else’ we

could be doing. We tend to stick to certain routines and

sometimes don’t take advantage of possibilities to stretch ourselves or

take on challenges in other areas. This talk will explore the implications of

this regarding our teaching styles, methods we are accustomed to using,

the types of classes we usually teach, the technology we are comfortable

with and demonstrate a wide variety of choices available to us as ELT

professionals both inside and outside the classroom. Some of the reasons

we keep doing what we have always done will be discussed, providing a

basis for us to work together and come up with ways for us to ‘get unstuck’.



More



More



More



More



address: Toruń, ul. Legionów 15

tel: +48 56 622 5081

email: torun@inthouse.pl

facebook: www.facebook.com/IHTorun

web: www.inthouse.pl

More



Marjorie Rosenberg is a lecturer in the Language Department at the University of Graz

and works with corporate clients, trains teachers and has presented at conferences

across the world. She has written several books for the Business English sector for

Cambridge University Press and Professional English Online. Her methodology book,

‘Spotlight on Learning Styles’, was published by Delta Publishing in 2013 and she is

a contributor to the British Council publication ‘Creativity in the English Language

Classroom’ (2015). At the moment she is working on a book about creating activities

for different learner types (Wayzgoose Press) which will be coming out soon. Marjorie

is currently the President of IATEFL.



More



Room 8



Social Mixer at Bar Parter (Panny Marii 13, Stare miasto Toruń) for networking and chatting!



19:30



Prize draw sponsored by



Plenary “Getting unstuck: How to stretch out of our comfort zones” by Marjorie Rosenberg

Followed by a free prize draw for all attendees!



Using images in the

classroom

Sandy Millin



16:15

—

18:00



High School No. 1, Zaułek Prosowy 1



Students are terrible Don’t stress, use the

authors and comic

schwa!

book writers

Sam Goldfinch

Richard Lacy



White/blackboard

Let’s steal the show!

and classroom

Lana Sushko

management hacks

Jaco Snyman



Room 6



Online workshop “How to write a worksheet” and a Q&amp;A with John Hughes



Improving listening

Hugh Dellar



Using images in the

classroom

Sandy Millin



Using authentic

Teaching, not testing materials

with YLs

Luke Raymond

Glenn Standish



Emma Johnston, Shaun

Thomas, Lucy Marshall,

Roisin McQuaid &amp; Barry

Nicholson



Room 8



Break and then a short walk to the plenary venue



15:05

—

15:50



Boring grammar?

Never!

Kasia Mochniak



Room 5



Boring grammar?

Never!

Kasia Mochniak



Room 6



Show and Tell



Break &amp; Book Fair (rooms 3 &amp; 9)



The Stories we tell

Anette Igel



Room 2



Planning for success

Hugh Dellar



Think students find

Cambridge exams

easy?

Kenny Graham



Room 5



15:50



Dramatic moments

Anette Igel



14:10

—

14:55



Room 1



Using alternative

education methods

in the YL classroom

Elżbieta Chudoba

&amp; Fionnula Harding



13:40



Five-minute

activities

Grzegorz Fidala



12:55

—

13:40



The Learner as a

creativity resource

Marjorie Rosenberg



Room 2



Welcome with pizza (rooms 3 &amp; 9) &amp; session sign-up (main corridor)



But where’s the

language?

John Conniffe



Room 1



12:00

—

12:45



11:30
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